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KIRKENES, Norway — 
The oohs and aahs come 
quick and loud, inflected 
with accents German and 
Canadian, Australian and 
British, Scandinavian and 
American. Early shouts 
of “There they are!” “I see 
them!” and their polyglot 
equivalents fill the air, 
accompanied by pointing 
fingers shooting upward 

at the starry sky. These 
give way to long, slow 
iterations of “Wow” — 
largely the same, it turns 
out, whatever the accent 
and in whatever language 
you happen to speak.

Necks craned at 
uncomfortable angles, 
the frigid air pricking at 
the little skin we’ve left 
exposed and the wind 
whipping its way into 
any cracks in our winter 

woolens, we watch as the 
night sky ignites with 
nature’s own fireworks: 
the Northern Lights.

Our first sightings 
begin as feathery vertical 
wisps over the boat’s star-
board stern, faint, ghostly 
green flames that look 
like they’re rising above 
the silhouetted ridge of a 
mountain. We quickly re-
alize, however, that there’s 
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Above, 
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MS Midnatsol 
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Kirkenes Snow 
Hotel’s 130 
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no mountain, just the contrast
between the portion of the sky
where the lights are, and where
they aren’t.

Growing brighter, these
feather-�ames snake in a
glowing arc over our heads,
extending to the horizon on
the ship’s opposite end, then
�owing together to form a thick,
curvaceous lightening bolt. But
rather than disappearing in a
quick �ash, this cosmic phe-
nomenon remains emblazoned
in the night sky, languidly
suspended amid the stars.

As we watch, the highest
point of the arc widens into a
starburst, turning into a slowly
exploding �rework that forms
a dome over the ship before
separating into two sinuous,
symmetrical S-shapes. These
disintegrate as dramatically
as they �rst formed, breaking
apart in dancing twirls and
somersaults, exiting the sky
stage left and stage right.

And then, just like that, the
show is over — at least for now.

History of ferrying
I’ve ventured to the Norwe-

gian Arctic for just this sort of
celestial sighting, timing my
trip to the spring equinox, when
the Northern Lights often shine
their brightest. Flying via Oslo
to the small waterfront town of
Kirkenes, I arrived in Norway’s
northeastern-most reaches, just
a few miles from the western
border of Russia. There, in
an icy, inky-blue inlet of the
Barents Sea, hemmed in by
rocky, low, snow-covered hills,
I boarded a ship for a three-
day passage down the frigid,
�ord-�lled Norwegian coast, all
in hot pursuit of the Northern
Lights.

I’m traveling aboard
the 1,000-passenger M.S.
Midnatsol, one of the dozen
ships owned and operated
by the Norwegian company
Hurtigruten. Not your
ordinary �eet of leisure liners,
Hurtigruten got its start in
1893, conveying goods, services
and people to the various tiny
hamlets and �shing villages
along the country’s coast.
(In Norwegian, hurtigruten
means “fast route.”) Today, it
remains almost as much a ferry
service and shipping out�t as
a holiday-cruise company, its
well-appointed vessels making
the 3,000-mile round-trip from
Bergen in the south to Kirkenes
in the north in 12 days, with
about 30 stops in between, at
towns big, small and miniscule,
in each direction.

During my time onboard,
we’ll hit 16 of those harbors, all
of them above the Arctic Circle
— the area of the world that
proves most promising when it
comes to chasing the Lights.

There’s much more to life
onboard — and, thanks to the
frequent stops, o� the ship,
too — than skyward stares and
teeth-chattering nights spent
waiting for the heavens to put
on a show. A fresh salmon-
slicing demonstration here, a
lesson on tying maritime knots
and hitches there. A small gym
and sauna stand at the ready,
and, for those strong enough to

brave the chilled alfresco air in
a bathing suit, hot tubs await on
the top deck.

My lodging is basic, with two
small twin beds that fold down
from the wall, but comfortable,
with its own bathroom a round
porthole window, plus closet
and desk space. I spend the �rst
hours aboard enjoying a bu�et
lunch of local seafood selections
(pickled herring in several dif-
ferent sauces, scads of smoked
�sh) and then savor the passing
scenery from the two-story,
glass-enclosed observation
lounge on the ship’s eighth and
ninth �oors.

The tundra on either side
of the inlet extends in endless
expanses of crisp and clean
white snow, nary a tree to speak
of. Cli�s form sheer drops
into the sea, which sparkles
sapphire in the sun, turning
a deep navy, if not downright
black, when clouds roll in. As
the journey continues, I’ll see
archipelagos of mountains
that seem to rise right out of
the water, looking more like
�oating icebergs than actual
pieces of land. With their
snowy peaks rising to unknown
heights above the calm waters,
they look for all the world like

someone �ooded the Alps.
This Arctic scenery appears

severe but simultaneously
serene, especially when seen
from the comfortable couches
of the well-heated lounge, the
low rumble of the ship’s engine
o�ering some lightly lulling
white noise. My fellow pas-
sengers pass the time knitting,
reading, playing cards, the
mostly mature crowd showing
a greater preference for puzzles
and paperbacks than iPads and
laptops.

A few hours after leaving
Kirkenes, the lounge emp-
ties out as the Midnatsol pulls
into the �rst of our stops, the
centuries-old trading outpost
of Vardø, which, as the east-
ernmost town in Norway, sits
even farther east than Istanbul.
We disembark in the fading
rose-gold light of late afternoon,
exploring the brightly colored,
low-lying �shing village and its
stonewalled fort on foot, then
return to the ship’s top deck
to watch the sun sink below
the horizon on this last day of
winter.

Over the course of the trip,
other o�-ship excursions see
passengers dogsledding across
frozen �ords, ice �shing for

king crab and visiting the
northernmost medieval church
in Norway — all wonderful
windows into the often-old-
fashioned way of life in these
deeply cold climes. But I remain
most interested in the lights,
and I’m not alone in this quest,
as the oohs and aahs of that
�rst ethereal sighting so well
proved.

Celestial beauty
If there’s something that

seems otherworldly about the
Northern Lights — or aurora
borealis, as they’re also known
— it’s with good reason. They
are, quite literally, out of this
world. The lights appear when
matter enters the Earth’s
atmosphere from the solar
wind, the steam of gases and
electrically charged particles
that continuously �ows from
the sun. When these particles
hit the oxygen and nitrogen in
our air, they start to glow with
green, red and sometimes even
violet hues. (Our eyes most
easily see green light, especially
when it’s faint, so the aurora
often appear only green to the
naked eye, though a camera can
capture other colors.)

Because these particles are

charged, they converge at the
planet’s magnetic poles, which
makes the Arctic, and its long,
dark winter nights, an ideal
place, and time, to observe
the lights. The equinoxes, in
particular, tend to produce
more powerful displays, as
the Earth’s relative position
to the sun during these days
makes it slightly easier for
particles of the solar wind to
enter our atmosphere. The
more particles, and the more
energized they are, the stronger
the lights.

In the end, though, I’ll see
the lights every night of my
trip to the Arctic, they prove
their strongest during that �rst
sighting. That doesn’t mean
those were the only dramatic
showing, however.

Another time, I catch a
display that looks like the
frozen tails of a barrage of
comets streaking across the sky,
shimmering green and ever so
slightly gold, and, on my last
night, the day’s unpromising
cloud cover lifts while I eat
dinner. After I walk outside,
it takes a while for my eyes to
adjust to the darkness, but then
I begin to see the light.

An arcing band shines like
a halo above and behind the
rise of the jagged mountains in
front of me, moving from one
side of the craggy peak to the
other. As I watch, this stripe of
pale-green light slowly widens a
bit then begins to cascade gently
down. Descending, it looks
likes like nothing as much as a
diaphanous theater curtain —
bringing a twinkling close to
the show, just as my trip comes
to an end.

Cruise visited harbors above Arctic Circle
Cruise from page L1 If you go

BOOK: While any fall, winter or
even early-spring Hurtigruten trip
to the Arctic o�ers the chance
to catch the Northern Lights,
the cruise line organizes several
sailings speci�c to the aurora.
The six-day In Search of the
Northern Lights itinerary departs
from November to March, running
from Bergen to Tromsø and vice
versa, with fares from $879 per
person. More in-depth 12-day
Astronomy Voyages, meanwhile,
boast lectures and light show
interpretation by a prestigious
on-board astronomer, plus
a visit to the Northern Lights
Planetarium in Tromsø. These sail
from September to November of
this year and in January, February,
October and November 2015,
with fares from $2,579. For more
information, visit hurtigruten.us
or call 1-866-552-0371.

GETTING THERE: As for air
transportation (not included in
the rates above), there are no
nonstop commercial �ights to
Oslo from Houston, but �ights
with one stop start at around
$1,000 and are available on
Delta, KLM and United, among
others, with Scandinavian Airlines
and smaller domestic carriers
o�ering further connections as
needed to points of embarkation.
Note: SAS launches a nonstop
�ight from Houston to Stavanger,
Norway, Aug. 20.

A passenger enjoys the view at night aboard a Hurtigruten ship in Norway.
Hurtigruten
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A view over the Hurtigruten ship’s prow reveals the picturesque Troll�orden, one of the most
beautiful �ords on the Norwegian coast.

The �rst stop on the Hurtigruten cruise, the centuries-old trading outpost and �shing village of
Vardø, is the easternmost town in Norway, sitting even farther east than Istanbul.
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